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Abstract—Long Term Evolution (LTE) emerges as the
promising communication technology for data and voice
service in Human to Human Communication (H2H).
Currently, LTE network also includes Machine to
Machine (M2M) communication. Combining the legacy
systems and evolving Machine type devices, increases the
access rate to a particular base station leading to
congestion in Access network. Congestion in Random
Access Network (RAN) that occurs during the Random
Access Process affects the performance of H2H
communication. The objective of the paper is to analyze
the existing congestion control techniques and to provide
a comprehensive summary on classified poll and event
based mechanisms.
Index Terms—Long Term Evolution, Human to Human,
Machine to Machine, Random Area Network, Random
Access, Random Access Channel.

I. INTRODUCTION
Enabling the vision of Internet of Things (IoT),
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication enables the
end-to-end communication between autonomous devices
without much human intervention [35]. According to
CISCO [31], the numbers of machine to machine
communication devices are expected to cross 50 billion
by 2020 and this was predicted by Ericson and Cisco in
2011 and 2013 respectively by considering an average of
6 devices per person [31]. This promises new revenue
opportunities and tremendous growth in the market share
with a large set of the application domain. M2M
communication differs from the existing sensor network
by communication type included with intelligent
analytics. The communication may be wired (LAN,
Telephone line, etc.) or wireless (Zigbee, IEEE 802.15.11,
IEEE 802.15.4, Bluetooth, etc.,). The wired
communication is more reliable but difficult to adapt to
mobile applications. The wireless communication will be
most suitable choice for mobile application, but due to
the convergence of various wireless technologies it
suffers from the interference problem. Therefore, to
achieve the M2M communication of the various
applications (irrespective of communication type) there is
a need for the broad communication coverage and
connectivity. The Cellular networks are the most widely
Copyright © 2018 MECS

accepted wireless network technology and have
undergone various generations to standardize updates for
better performance towards Human to Human (H2H)
Communication. However, merging the existing cellular
networks with M2M networks face challenges such as
congestion, channel availability, etc. Due to various
traffic characteristics and features such as high device
density and small amount of payload and uplink
dominant transmissions, simultaneous access to multiple
users in Random Access Network and Core Network
remains challenging. Transmission in LTE consists of
two phases, viz., uplink and downlink. The downlink is
for the MTC devices to send the data to the servers and
uplink is used for the signaling and access requesting.
Large number of devices is accommodated in particular
base station and the network is accessed through Random
Access mechanism. Random Access Channel (RACH)
will be overloaded due to limited uplink resources and
situation will worsen if H2H also accesses the network at
the same time. The telecommunications standard
development organization such as Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP), Institute of Electrical and
Electronics
Engineers
(IEEE),
European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), etc.,
have recently initiated developing global standards for
supporting M2M over a cellular network. The Technical
Report TR 37.868 summarized by 3GPP identified the
importance of a cellular uplink signaling channel called
the Random Access Channel (RACH). The report also
suggests considering congestion control as a first priority
area for improvement. The M2M architecture (Fig.1) is
classified as follows [1]:
i)

Device domain: the user elements such as sensors,
smart devices, etc., are used to monitor the behavior
and activities assigned for that device. In 3GPP, the
device domain can be a three type scenario such as;
i. the devices which establish the connection to the
eNodeB,
ii. The devices which works under the femto cell,
gateway assisted network connected devices and
iii. The device which directly communicates with
other device

ii)

Network Domain: it is the core network that
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depends on the need and coverage of the application.
Due to Large Coverage, Scalability and Reliability,
most of the application prefers the LTE for
communication. The Evolved Packet Core (EPC) is

IP based core networks which rely on the radio
access. This provides connectivity between UE and
the Packet Data Network (PDN). The main
components of the LTE EPC are as follows:

Fig.1. Architecture of M2M.

 Mobility Management Entity (MME): it is the
control node which processes the signaling between
the UE and the core network. This provides the
functionality like mobility management such as
Roaming and Handover. Upon initial access, it
selects the serving and packet data network gateway.
S1 interface connects the EPC with eNodeB
 Serving – Gateway (S-GW): It acts as the IP router
between the eNodeB and the Packet Data Network
gateway and takes care of user IP packet. It is
responsible for handoff between eNodeB
 Packet Data Network–Gateway (P-GW): packet
data gate way is responsible for providing
connectivity to the external packet data network. It

is responsible for user equipment IP allocation; also
it acts as an anchor of mobility between 3GPP and
non 3GPP technologies.
 Home Subscriber Server (HSS): It is referred to as
the centralized database that contains information of
all the network subscribers.
 Policy Control and Charging Rules Function
(PCRF): resides in P-GW, helps in decision making
and charging policy. It also helps in QoS setting
information for user session.
 eNodeB: it is known as base station in LTE and it is
responsible for allocating the radio access for
communication. X2 interface connects the UE with
the eNodeB.

Table 1. M2M Applications and Their Characteristics

iii) Application domain: it may be the cloud / server that
holds the entire data sent by the devices and it will
be accessed by the end-user for monitoring. The
applications with their characteristics of M2M are
shown in Table1. For example, in agriculture
application, information providing regarding the
right time to harvest, weather forecast, etc., are vital
to farmers for the increased production of crops.
Therefore, characteristics such as time tolerant,
delay sensitive, priority access, etc. are significant to
Copyright © 2018 MECS

achieve the successful communication among the
devices or between the devices. Under Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), a wide
range of M2M applications such as Smart Home to
Smart City, Smart Vehicles to Smart Logistics,
Health Application to Energy Generation, etc., are
supported. In Table 1, all the applications have
small payload as characteristics. But this small
payload in each application pass through the LTE
resulting in congestion and affecting the QoS. Thus
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 Physical Control Format Indicator Channel
(PCFICH): it carries a Control Format Indicator
(CFI) which indicates the number of OFDM
symbols used in each frame involved in
transmission in PDCCH.
 Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Channel (PHICH):
it carries the ACK and NACK indicating to UE in
response to the transmission in uplink data.

there is a need for congestion control in LTE
networks.

II. RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE
Every machine in LTE network has to follow the
Random Access Channel (RACH) process for
communication. Random Access procedure basically is
the key for accessing the channel and it allocates the
Resource Block (RB) for the devices which was
successful in RACH process [2-3]. Resource Block is
distributed in both frequency and time domain. Each
resource block consists of 12 subcarrier frequency of 15
Khz of total 180 Khz and holds 6 to 7 slots of 1 ms each
in time domain. This slot also known as resource
elements is the smallest unit that is used for the resource
allocation as illustrated in Fig.2. One radio frame of 10
ms consists of 10 frames of 1 ms each and each 1 ms
frame is split into two equal sub frames. The physical
channel is responsible for assigning resource elements
and actual data transmission. This will aggregate the
Resource Blocks to form frames used in Uplink and
Downlink. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
(OFDM) access is used for the downlink transmission in
LTE. LTE uses different physical channels. The type of
Downlink channels are as follows.
 Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH): it is
responsible to carry the Master Information Block
(MBI). It will assist in cell identification and initial
access specific parameter.
 Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH): it is
a downlink control channel used to allocate
resources for efficient data transmission and also
informs the user element about transport format and
uplink shared channel resource allocation.
 Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH): it
carries all user data and system broadcast
information which is not carried in PBCH. PDSCH
uses the unused resource in the PDCCH for the data
transmission.
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Single carrier – Frequency Division Multiple Access
(SC-FDMA) is used for uplink transmission in LTE. The
Channels involved in uplink are as follows.
 Physical Uplink Control Channel (PDCCH): it is
used to carry uplink control information such as
Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), ACK and NACK
response for HARQ, in response of downlink and
uplink scheduling request.
 Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH):
corresponding to uplink shared channel, it carries
the user data and reference signal for higher layer.
 Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH): it is
used to get access into the LTE by using the
Preamble sent by the UE. This channel is always
Non-Synchronized.
A device initiates the RACH process due to any one of
the following reasons [27]:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Cell search for access to the network.
Device state transfer from sleep to active state,
During Handover
Reconnection / exponential after back off.

The RACH process establishes the connection by one
of the following access mechanisms:
1.

Contention Based RA Process - The Accessing
Request originated from the User Element (UE) and

Fig.2. Frame Structure in LTE
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Preamble NCB is 10. Therefore, total preamble available
for contention based access is 54. During the Process, the
devices establish the connection as mentioned in Fig.3
and flow of messages is explained in Table 2. The four
steps of connection establishment is as follows;

Fig.3. Contention Based Random Access

2.

Non Contention Based RA Process – The
Accessing Request originated from the Server or
other Communication Agents in network.

A. Contention Based Access
In Machine Type Communication (MTC), the User
element initiates communication through contention
based [2] with the help of Preamble. The word
“contention” is because the device is still not
synchronized and likely to collide with each other. The
preamble is the pseudo random number generated by the
device based on the information sent by eNodeB through
System Information Broadcast (SIB) message. The total
number of preambles available for the contention based
access is shown in equation 1.
Preamble CB = Total Preamble - Preamble NCB

(1)

1) Random Access Preamble: The user element
selects one preamble out of 54 and sends it to the
eNodeB for connection establishment as message
1. Since the RACH process is not synchronized,
the other device selects the preamble resulting in
collision. Due to collision, the eNodeB is not able
to decode the preamble and the preambles are
dropped.
2) Random Access Response: On successful
reception and decode of preamble by the eNodeB,
the Temporary Cell Radio Network Temporary
Identification number (C-RNTI), time, and
frequency slot are sent to UE as message 2. If the
user element has not received any message from
the eNodeB, it will wait for Random backoff time.
As time elapses, the UE restarts the Random
Access Preamble process and a new preamble is
sent to eNodeB.
3) Scheduled Transmission: It is the first scheduled
uplink transmission of actual random access
request from the UE upon successful recipient of
message 2. using Uplink shared channel, the UE
sends the request for the connection setup which is
identified by the temporary identification number
C-RNTI. If the UE is successfully decoded, the
contention remains unresolved for the other UEs.
4) Contention resolution: Upon successful decoding
of message 3 by the eNodeB, it will authorize the
connection with permanent identification (i.e., CRNTI).

Total number of Preamble in the cell is 64 and
preambles reserved for non contention based access
Table 2. Details of CB – RACH Process
Msg. no.
1

Msg. type
RA Preamble

Link used
Uplink shared channel

Direction
UE ->eNB

Process
Sends Preamble

2

RA Response

Downlink shared channel

eNodeB->UE

Timing advance, UL grant, TC
– RNTI

3

Scheduled
transmission

Uplink shared channel

UE ->eNodeB

Scheduled transmission

4

Contention Resolution

Downlink shared channel

eNodeB->UE

Contention Resolution with C
– RNTI

Table 3. Details of Non CB – RACH Process
Msg. no.
1

Msg. type
RA Preamble

Link used
Downlink shared channel

Direction
UE ->eNodeB

2

RA Response

Uplink shared channel

eNodeB->UE

RA Preamble

3

Scheduled
transmission

Downlink shared channel

UE ->eNodeB

Random Access Response

Copyright © 2018 MECS

Process
RA Preamble assignment
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B. Non - Contention Based Access
The Non Contention Based (NCB) access is well
synchronized and the request is issued by the server for
carrying out the specified task. Upon receiving the
request by the server for the particular UE device, the
eNodeB will allot the reserved preamble to the UE device
and allows the UE for communication as shown in table 3.
Preamble NCB = 10 preamble is reserved in every cycle
of RA.
NCB process is carried out by the RAN in three steps
as follows:
 Random Access Preamble: eNodeB assigns a 6 bit
reserved preamble for non contention based access
 Random Access Response: User Equipment sends
the assigned symbol to the eNodeB.
 Scheduled Transmission: upon receiving the
preamble in RAR. The eNodeB assigns the
downlink timing alignment information. Initial
uplink link grant and other activities similar to
contention based access as shown in Fig.4. Due to
individual assignment of timing slot for smooth data
communication for the device, there may be a
chance of empty slots remaining in every frame
resulting in performance degradation.
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resulting in better performance. The information /
calls which started the access from generated
network are transferred to another network due to
cell switching. This process is known as Handover
and it occurs without any loss in information.
B. Paging message by the server: The paging
message from the Server end to eNodeB is to
allow the specific UE to initiate the network
access. The application server reports instantly of
a particular task.
ii.

Polling Based Access: A request and response
communication is as follows [6]; Devices start
accessing the network with the help of preambles.
Devices poll the eNodeB for the Downlink and
uplink access time alignment grant. Upon
resolving the preamble contention and devices
those who sent the unique symbol, the eNodeB
authenticates the devices and grant the access
successfully. Introducing the MTC devices in the
LTE network is not optimized and the integration
is still in the initial stage due to the characteristic
difference from the Legacy system. The Bulk
activation / accessing nature of MTC introduces
the congestion problem in RAN.

A. Existing Congestion Control Techniques
III. CONGESTION IN RACH PROCESS
Congestion in MTC exists either in Random Area
Network (RAN) or Core Network. Due to opportunistic
nature of intelligent and embedded smart devices, it is
easier to connect the available network for data
communication. Due to less channel availability for data
transmission, the core network overloads resulting in
congestion. Thus, Congestion is a severe problem for the
RAN that eventually degrades the performance in the
network and also affects the Quality of Service. In 3GPP
Long Term Evolution [4][5], accessing Network is
broadly classified as follows:.
i.
ii.

Event Based Access
Polling Based Access

i.

Event-based Access: The events / Access request
is triggered either by the Network / Application
domain.

A. Contention - Free RACH (CF - RACH): Channel
accessing is made available by the eNodeB using
the reserved preambles [5][7]. CFR has minimum
message exchange between the eNodeB. CFR
helps in fast and collision free connection setup

Copyright © 2018 MECS

The Taxonomy of existing congestion control
technique is shown in Fig.5. In [7], 3GPP explains a
method to control the RA overload of delay sensitive
devices. The LTE frame structure is used for the system
access. The access to the network works similar to the
paging system. All the devices in the cell must page for
their access grant. The access cycle consists of
consecutive access slots in a cyclic fashion. The access
slot is synchronized with the system frame (10 ms) and
identified by SFN mod K. The devices are permitted to
send the request in their respective time slots. The access
request congestion is reduced by delaying the device to
enter into Random access process with a backoff interval
[4].

Fig.4. Non Contention Based Access
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Fig.5. Taxonomy of Congestion Control Techniques

If the device fails to get random access response
message during the contention access, the device is set
with a longer back off interval time and starts access
request on timer elapse. By backoff scheme, the
performance of the network is boosted. The drawback of
the technique is longer backoff which degrades the
performance when both H2H and M2M access the
network. In Dynamic Backoff approach [8], the backoff
time divided between the M2M and H2H and modeled as
the bankruptcy problem. Shapley value method is used
for the backoff time split proposed in [8] is based on
game theory framework. A novel Class Dependent
Backoff is proposed in [9] to overcome the drawback of
slotted access. Instead of applying a single backoff to
Copyright © 2018 MECS

multiple classes with different arrival rate, it uses the
system current load information and classification
information sent by eNodeB to generate the class
dependent backoff. Access class barring [4], is an
improvised version of backoff scheme that comes along
with the random access mechanism in the LTE/ LTE-A.
ACB has two parameters such as barring factor and
backoff interval. ACB rejects the connection with the
class barring factor. The devices randomly pick from 0 to
1 and matches with Class Barring (CB) factor. Access is
granted only if the number randomly picked is less than
CB factor. Otherwise, enters into the backoff state. In
Extended Access Barring [10], the probability of success
is increased by blocking the low priority devices from
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accessing the network. The EAB is activated by the
eNodeB (eNB) with the help of metric congestion
coefficient, is the probability of successful access over
the contending devices. By receiving the barring page
consists of barring bitmap, the user element does not
contend the RACH process. Adaptive ACB [11],
enhances the ACB by the providing probability factor
which is efficient to bar the devices from accessing the
network with the help of optimal barring factor called
congestion coefficient. If the Congestion Coefficient is
greater, the device will be blocked. In Cooperative
Access Class Barring scheme [12], a set of barring is
associated to multiple eNodeB and is calculated despite
calculating to a particular eNodeB based on congestion
level. As Devices are distributed throughout the network
of various cells, the optimization problem as the min-max
problem is formulated to balance the devices attached to
eNodeB. The parameter like access probability inside
ACB is hardwired [26]. This is not suitable in heavy load
situations. This will create more retransmission which
results in poor scalability. Thus, the barring factor is
selected based on the number of device arrival on current
slot [28]. Markov chain estimation is used to evaluate the
load, based on total requests in the current slot. This helps
in changing the barring factor inside eNodeB. When
access requests by devices are more, the low barring
probability factor helps in controlling the network
overload. In Load aware ACB [34], parameters such as
path loss, fading, inter – cell interface, etc., are
considered while predicting the load. Optimal ACB
(OACB) [25], stationary devices has an identical timing
advancement which helps in reducing the packet collision.
It is calculated based on propagation delay. There might
be a scenario in which more devices having the same
timing advancements will ultimately mess in the network.
OACB is a combination of ACB and Timing
advancement information. Here the barring factor is
determined in each random access slot to maximize the
expected number of successfully accessed devices. T
Jiang et al [13] proposed the Evolutionary Game based
ACB for effective improvement in minimizing the access
delay. Selection decision depends on the evolutionary
game of phases such as replicator dynamics and
evolutionary equilibrium. Until equilibrium is achieved,
the macro cell players play the game. Once achieved, the
eNodeB will be ready for random access. The MTC
devices are divided into different buffer zones of each
base station, which helps to find the optimal ACB factor
for the corresponding cell. Duan et al [14] proposed a
Dynamic ACB (DACB) scheme to reduce the congestion
in RACH. The goal is to manage the access attempts of
the M2M devices instead of dismissing the access
requests. They propose a novel algorithm to reduce both
the congestion and access delay by changing the barring
factor adaptively. As expected, the access delay is
reduced but at the price of increased complexity since
continuous monitoring is required. In Self Optimize
Overload Control mechanism (SOOC) [15], the base
station adds or reduces RACH resources when it detects
an increase or decrease in RACH load by implementing
Copyright © 2018 MECS
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intelligent control loop. SOOC includes a composite of
overload mechanism, which comprises dynamic PRACH
resource allocation, PRACH resource separation, the
ACB scheme, the slotted-access scheme, and the ppersistent scheme. Prior allocation of random access
channel for different classes with the class dependent
backoff [16] was examined by J.P.Cheng [16]. The
method is combined with Dynamic Access Baring (DAB)
to prevent the huge simultaneous access request to
network. The five types of categories and they are preassigned certain amount of virtual resources as shown in
the Fig.7. According to the statistical information about
the MTC, the eNodeB will allocate the virtual resources
to the corresponding class.
IN PRACH resource separation scheme: In this
scheme, PRACH resources such as preamble sequences
and RA slots are separately allocated to M2M terminals
and H2H terminals. If the M2M terminals share the same
PRACH resources as H2H terminals, then PRACH
overload condition could significantly affect Random
Access quality of H2H terminals. 3GPP standard
proposed a solution of splitting the preamble resource
into two distinct set pools as shown in Fig.6.
Preambles for H2H
communication

Preambles for M2M
communication

Fig.6. Preamble Splitting Into Equal Space from Available Resource

Fig.7. Virtual resource Allocation for Different Classes

One is dedicated to M2M communication and another
ID dedicated to H2H communication. In Dynamic RACH
partition [17], the preamble for different service
requirement clusters such as Delay Tolerant and Delay
Sensitive devices along with the ACB mechanism is split
dynamically. The main task is to maximize the access
control of devices in the cluster. For every time slots
eNodeB will obtain the β value and allocate
corresponding preamble for the non delay sensitive
devices. In Adaptive radio resource allocation Method
[18], Resource blocks (RB’s) adjusted dynamically based
on the availability and reserved signaling. Reserved set of
RB is used for rejection message signaling purpose. The
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objective of the adaptive mechanism is to maximize the
available RB for MTC without affecting the H2H RB so
that H2H user gets enough RB. It also mitigates RAN
level congestion, which occurs between MTC device and
eNB. Handling bulk messages is discussed in [6]. A
group of MTC devices sends the bulk signaling messages
simultaneously. Fig.8 explains a scenario of handling a
common tracking area update message from a group of
different MTC devices. Based on the feedback from the
PDN / gateways, the connection is rejected in RAN /
MME due to congestion. NAS messages are generated
simultaneously by a group of MTC devices and
corresponding eNodeB processes these signaling
messages in bulk and forwards them to the MMEs. In Q
Learning-RACH [19], transmission history is used to
identify the suitable slot in a transmission frame.
Transmission history consists of user list waiting for slot
in the repeating frame. The weights are self organized by
learning the unique slots during the contention process.
The Q – Frame is updated by equation 3.
Q' = (1-α) Q + α r

E[gi] = Ʃ
ai=M,B

σi(ai) * (PS(ai) − λ)

(5)

If the preamble is selected from the pool, the
successful probability is greater than the threshold λ. In
[32], Q-learning is applied for eNodeB selection based on
channel availability and signal strength. Reinforcement
learning based eNodeB selection method balances the
network load and ensures QoS by learning from previous
outcome. In [21], the collision probability is reducing by
the Time Alignment (TA) Information. Since the distance
between machine device and eNodeB are unchanged, the
Timing Alignment is fixed for this access. If the TA is
matched with the eNodeB then machine device starts
accessing the network. Otherwise it will backoff with the
backoff Indicator (BI) received by the eNodeB as shown
in Fig.9.

(2)

Fig.9. Random Access Procedure for Fixed Location M2M
Communication

Fig.8. NAS Signaling Messages Can be aggregated for Bulk Handling
in the NW

Where, Q is the weight, Q’ is the updated weight, α is
the learning rate and r is the reward. The reward is
positive (+1) if it is successful and negative (-1) if it is
unsuccessful. In Game theory scheme [20], three groups
such as H2H, M2M and hybrid are considered for
resource distribution. The strategy of the players (σ) is
shown in equation 4.
Pi,M
if ai = M,
σi (ai) = Pi,B
if ai = B,
1 − Pi,M − Pi,B if ai = S

(3)

Group Based approach: grouping of machine devices
according to the service requirement or geographic
location are needed to solve the signaling overload and
resource congestion. Instead of individual UE accessing
directly the eNodeB for resource, a cluster is formed and
communication happens through the cluster head leading
to reduction in collision probability. K Lee et al [22]
proposed the Group-based Communication mechanism
based on the Location Information.
All the requests sent by the multiple user equipment in
a particular window are grouped. The group formation is
divided into 4 phases as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Phase 1: Pre Connection
Phase 2: Connection Management.
Phase 3: Group Establishment.
Phase 4: Group Communication.

And gain of each player is shown in equation 5.
1–λ
gi(t) = −λ
0

if transmission succeeds,
if transmission fails,
no transmission.

And expected reward will be equation 6.

Copyright © 2018 MECS

(4)

Yunhun chang et al [23] identified that recurring
transmissions of redundant messages in the group leads to
degradation of the network performance due to
congestion in eNodeB. The author uses the coordinated
random access mechanism to enhance the success
probability.
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Table 4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Random Access Methods
Method Name

Functions

Advantages

Disadvantages

Slotted Access

Specific RA slot

Access collision B/w M2M &
H2H will reduce

Slot utilization
spreaded.

Backoff Scheme

Separate Backoff

It controls the congestion in low
congestion state

It severely degrades the
performance of the system in
peak utilization state.

Increases
RA
opportunity
without increasing physical
resource
eNB reduces load by blocking
one or more user classes
Blocking of low priority UE
leads to high access success
probability for High priority UE
It will Manage access attempt
during
overload
condition
instead of rejecting it.
Reduce the load by estimating
access request in current slot
Improves Scalability

Associated with additional
energy consumption

Dynamic Backoff

unevenly

Class Dependent Backoff
Code–Expanded RA

Code wise access

Access Class Barring

Individual ACB
Extended Access Barring

Dynamic ACB

Optimal ACB
Estimation Based ACB

Cooperative ACB

Distributes the load between the
eNB

Enhanced Cooperative ACB

Load will be distributed between
the eNB leading to reduction in
access delay
Barring factor adaption based on
access
intensity
prediction
increases the success probability
rate
It shares the traffic load equally
with the available eNodeBs
Combination of virtual resources
with dynamic ACB alleviates
overload
Delay will get reduced by quick
learning rate
Responds to varying load in real
time

Adaptive ACB

Evolutionary Group based ACB
Prioritized Random Access

RACH Split, ACB

Q Learning

Learning based eNB selection

Self Optimized
Control

Overload

RA Separation, ACB & slotted access

Group Based Approach

Preamble reuse

It will reduce collision rate

Random Access for Fixed
Location
Bulk Signaling

TA consideration

It will reduce collision rate
considering fixed TA.
Reduces overhead by bulk
processing

Resource Separation

Adaptive RACH

It will maintain the average
access delay under the threshold

Separate RACH

It will reduce congestion and
interference B/w H2H
Considering the system load,
dynamic adjustment of resources
increases the Access probability.
Easy access to the network
during congested scenario.

Bulk Messaging

Dynamic RACH

Non Contention Based Access

Individual paging

The eNodeB continuously broadcasts the merged data
which is received from the cell to all the members. The
UE undergoes redundancy check every time. If data is
available in the eNodeB, the UE will be in silent mode.
The assigned signaling resources may be shared and
Copyright © 2018 MECS

Sacrifice
the
RACH
throughput
It causes long RA delay for
low priority devices
Not compatible with delay
constrained application
Reduce the overload but
increases the access delay
Cannot change the hardwired
parameter of eNodeB in
current slot.
Lack of knowledge about the
number of device may attach
to eNB
Delay in connecting to eNB
remains there. Not suitable
for critical applications.
Access delay may get
increased and difficult to
predict in each RA slot
Initial access delay to achieve
equilibriums
Loss in RACH throughput

Performance is dependent on
the density of H2H
Increases access delay for
low priority devices if the
slots reaches maximum
Preamble mis-detection may
happen
is not preferable to mobility
application
batch transmission on access
network will not be suitable
for priority access
overhead and access delay
will be more when both CBF
& N-CBF operated
Negatively affects the M2M
during high traffic load
adjustment decision making
for
limited
available
resources
Wastage of the Preamble due
to reservation

successfully utilized within the formulated groups. Codeexpanded random access [24] is based on the mechanism
to increase the access resource instead of increasing the
system resources such as preambles by using code –
expanded random access. The virtual frame with multiple
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sub frames and exchange of preamble from UE forms a
codeword. Instead of sending single preamble, this will
help in sending multiple preambles in each slot. In
Virtual Frame, if ‘L’ RA slots are formed and ‘M’
preambles can accommodate, then the available number
of code words are [((M+1)L) - 1]. This increase in the
contention resource gives more access to the machine
type devices with less delay and more energy constraints.
Congestion Aware Admission Control [30] works similar
to ACB. Congestion in RAN is always high due to
randomly setting up of access probability ‘P’, without
considering the feedback of core network. CAAC
considers core elements information to set probability.
With this, the eNodeB rejects the new access request. It
uses the proportional integrative derivative (PID)
controller to reveal the congestion level of core element,
such as MME by measuring the variations in the queue.
Limited number of preambles is the main bottleneck of
slotted aloha based RA for massive MTC in LTE
networks. In [29], Distributed Queuing (DQ) is used for
improving the random access during high load. It is based
on M-Ary tree splitting for the control mini slots [33].
This helps in allowing the optimum number of
simultaneous access and data transmissions in each slot.
It maintains two virtual queues, one for collision
resolution for resolving the previous collision and another
for data transmission that carries the data which they
contended successfully in control mini slots. This helps in
the full channel utilization. The existing congestion
control techniques are summarized in Table 4.

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

IV. CONCLUSION
M2M Communication enables Internet of Things by
the autonomous communication without human meddling.
As per 3GPP technical reports, contention based random
access channel is one of the crucial problem in LTE
supported M2M communication. The challenges such as
service blockage and network overload arose due to
massive access requests from active devices within the
coverage area. This led to a significant overload in LTE
RACH that degrades the performance of the system.
From the comprehensive review, it is found that the
existing congestion control techniques are not capable of
managing burst of access requests due to dynamic nature
of traffic load. The access opportunities are reduced and
the delay is increased leading to congestion. Hence, it is
difficult to adopt solutions such as game based, code
expanded RA, reinforcement learning, etc., since some
modification is required in existing MAC to function
smoothly. The M2M is anticipated to offer advanced
connectivity. Therefore, an efficient congestion control
technique is required to achieve good Quality of Service
for the growing number of devices/users.
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